
•  What were the most pressing challenges you need to solve at the destination?

•  When did shifts occur in your perspective on the issues?

•  What's an issue that is really challenging you? How could you overcome it?

•  Are there any emotional sustainability presentations/campaigns that will stick with you?

TIPS IF YOU'RE STUCK IN YOUR BRAINSTORM

Remember, this is the "Big Idea". 

Think of everything we have covered in the SLP so far to find areas to focus on.

Rising Action

Your presentation has a clear problem and solution.

Reflect and assess

Making Powerful

Presentations

In order to craft and deliver powerful presentations that your

audiences will remember long after seeing them, leveraging

the power of emotions is key.

Craft a powerful presentation by

experimenting with different story

arcs

RECOMMENDED TIME

60 - 90 minutes

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS

1 - 4 people

 Gather your presentation content1

CONTEXT

CONFLICT

Solution
CLIMAX

Vision of 
the future
CLOSURE

Here's how it is
now

Here's what's
wrong

Experiment with story arcs2

In Medias Res

The Hero's Journey

The challenge

Descending crisis

Rock bottom

The worst

The discovery

The rise

The return

The lesson

Tough times

Opportunity out
of the ordinary

Hero overcomes
adversity

Live happily
ever after

Rags to Riches

Cinderella Story

Good fortune

Ill fortune

Man in Hole

Good fortune

Ill fortune

Beginning

Runs into a
bit of trouble

Rock bottom

Gets out of it

Example

content

3

Now it's time to review the story arcs you experimented with and make choices.

Which story arc will help you best communicate the sustainability message to your audience?

Which story arc will generate the biggest emotional impact on the audience?

Which story arc will resonate best with your audience and help influence their

behaviours?

Build your presentation4

In the last exercise of the template, use the "slides" provided to start designing your powerful presentation.

Add text here

Big headline or quote

Use this for big impact, punchy moments

Headline and visual

Use this to generate visual impact and represent the sustainability issue you are highlighting.

Add text here

Add additional text here

Photo or visual here

Headline and short talking points

Use this for points where you would like to dive deeper into the issue.

Add text here

Add additional text here

Photo or visual only

Reinforce your message by evoking strong emotions through more visual content.

Photo or visual here

Example

content

Which story arc best comprises on an overall basis the goals above?

Sustainability Leadership Programme
15 Minutes 30 Minutes

10 Minutes

Which arc best communicates your Big Idea from step

one?

Which arc creates the most compelling emotional

journey?

Which arc do you think will resonate most with your

audience?

Which arc is your favourite overall?

10 Minutes

Agenda

Gathering the content of your presentation.

Experimenting with story arcs.

Reflecting and assessing

Building your presentation

What is the main message of your presentation? 

In this part of the exercise, focus on the message you'd like your presentation to revolve around and ideate on it.

Brainstorm everything you could talk about in your presentation

In this part of the exercise, focus on 2-3 story arcs that will help you build the most powerful presentation

based on the sustainability issue you want to tackle.

Your presentation aims at convincing the audience to adopt an idea. Your presentation emphasises the possibilities for improvement despite obstacles. 

Your presentation should hook your audience from the beginning. Your presentation communicates hope, optimism and perseverance. Your presentation navigates unexpected troubles.


